# BSE Classes in Geography of Health, & Environment

## Our Globalizing World

**Geog 1301W**
Have you wondered how your life is connected to others around the world? Are you curious about the community in which you live and why it has the characteristics it has? (New BSE (DP) only)

*Thurs 2:45*

*LibEd: SSci, GP, WI*

## Sci&Soc Required or Elective

**Sci&Soc Required or Elective (Old BSE Core or Theme Elective)**

### Geog of East Asia

**Geog 3211**
Explore the opportunities and challenges that East Asia confronts in the context of globalization. *M/W 1:00-2:15*

*LibEd: WI*

### Env. & Dev. in the 3rd World

**Geog 3379**
How are economic development & env'tl issues interrelated? How will those relationships play out on the landscape of developing countries? Explore 3rd world dvlp history & potentials for social/env'tl sustainability. *Th 5:00-7:30*

*LibEd: SSci, Env*

### Geog of Health & Healthcare

**Geog 3411W**
Through 3 geographical approaches: ecological, social, and spatial, you will explore issues impacting health and healthcare in the US and the World. *Tu/Th 1:00-2:15*

*LibEd: WI*

## Sci&Soc Elective (Old BSE Theme Elective)

### Population in Interact World

**Geog 3381W**
What will critical local, national, & int'l population concerns-int'l migration, the AIDS epidemic, & refugees mean in the future? How are these issues addressed today?

*Tu, Th 9:45-11:00*

*LibEd: SSci, GP, WI*

### Envt’l Thought & Practice

**Geog 4002W**
How are identity politics, new social movements, & environmentalism impact natural envs? Explore nature-society relations via several approaches & theoretical frameworks, e.g., feminist theory and post-structuralism. *M, W 11:15-12:30*

*LibEd: WI*

### Understanding the Urban Env.

**URBS 3751**
Explore links between cities and the env with emphasis on pollution, green space, undesirable land use, envy justice, and how to sustain urban dvlp.  *Tu, Th 1:00-2:15*

*A Suburban World

**URBS 3871**
Suburbs are sites for battles over resources, planning practices, land use, & econ dvlp. How suburban life shapes values, political ideals, and worldviews of its populations. *Thurs 2:45-5:15p*

## BioSciences Elective

### Env Systems & Global Change

**Geog 3401**
What is environmental change? What causes it? Is it “bad” for everyone? In Geog 3401 you’ll learn about the processes that create and change patterns of climate, vegetation, soils, and landforms, and how human impacts affect our natural resources. *M, W, F 9:00-9:55 2xcr SP option*

*LibEd: ENV*

### Urban Climatology

**Geog 3900 (sec 001)**
Do cities create thunderstorms? Can pollution from cities change the climate? Explore physical science principles governing the urban climate, strategies used for study-ing urban climates, and how human activity in urban areas affects Earth's weather and climate. *M, W 11:15-12:30, 2xcr SP option*

### Earth’s Climate

**Geog 3900 (sec 002)**
Explore and investigate more in depth the natural phenomena that affect and alter the Earth’s climate. Learn about the polar vortex, jet streams, artic amplification, climate extremes, energy & water balance along with much, much more! *T, Th 9:45-11:00*